Heavyweight

CintiChem Technetium 99m Generators Are The Heaviest You'll Find—On Purpose
Technetium 99m Generators from Cintichem, Inc. have 3.77 inches of lead surrounding the column for maximum radiation protection. The secondary shield adds 5/8” more lead to make our generators safer yet. And only MPI Generators offer depleted uranium shielding in higher calibrations, designed to maximize radiation protection, convenience and reduce costs. With 20 sizes and 2 calibration days, we can meet virtually every need.

Convenience is also designed INTO every MPI Generator. It is the only generator with rapid, easy horizontal elution via a shielded elution port. The simple, one-step elution reduces work time while eliminating direct eye exposure during the elution process. Eluate sterility is assured by the 0.22 micron filter on the terminal fluid line and an autoclaved column.

And all CintiChem Technetium 99m Generators from Medi-Physics incorporate the following important advantages:

- **A NEW STERILE NEEDLE** is utilized for each elution, reducing the chances of a septic or pyrogenic situation occurring in routine clinical usage.
- **5cc, 10cc AND 20cc EVACUATED ELUTION VIALS** are available, allowing you to optimize the elution concentration to meet your needs.
- **RIGID QUALITY CONTROL TESTING,** which includes an elution check on each Generator, assures that it meets our rigid internal specifications. The assurance that 20 years experience in nuclear medicine brings.
- **ACCESSIBLE CUSTOMER SERVICE** on toll free telephone numbers. Our service personnel have in depth backgrounds in research, development, technical and clinical applications in nuclear medicine.

We are concerned about your safety. That will be evident when you receive your first CintiChem generator from MPI.

CintiChem® Technetium Tc99m Generators are jointly manufactured by Union Carbide Corporation and Cintichem, Inc. a wholly owned subsidiary of Medi-Physics, Inc.
Ask Medical Data Systems' Spectra™ system for results and it produces.

With its built-in protocols, the MDS system can give you information rapidly, even with an inexperienced operator.

And, as you gain experience, it can go far beyond the protocols . . . to give you results in virtually any nuclear medicine procedure.

For details, call Richard Howell, (313) 769-9353. Or write us at 2311 Green Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105.

Either way, you'll get results. And fast.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 16

Medtronic®
Medical Data Systems
Color Monitor
Make dynamic or static images of single or multiple studies in color, mono-chrome or black and white.

Extra Memory
Get up to 256 Kb—more than any other system provides without paying extra.

Disk Drive
Store up to 10 megabytes of data in both matrix and list mode.

Floppies
Create permanent patient files for quick access to vital data.

Digital’s new Gamma-11 delivers five essential features you can get from our competitors.

And one you can’t. $49,900.*

Digital’s new Gamma-11 offers by far the most complete imaging system available. And at a price no one else can touch.

Because everything you see here, and some things you don’t see, are standard equipment. So while you may be able to get the same features from other companies as options, we don’t surprise you with their option prices.

Plus Gamma-11 has all the reliability, ease of use and full support that have made Digital’s Medical Systems Group the leading supplier of imaging systems for hospitals and research centers throughout the world.

And that’s another feature you can’t get from the other guys.

For complete details, write Digital Equipment Corporation, Medical Systems Group, 428 Main Street, Hudson, MA 01749.

*U.S. price only

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 24
Single Photon Emission Tomography

GAMMA II™ and 400T™ great names with great potential but it is Us who make it happen. Single Photon Emission Tomography and Pseudoholography.

You do not need a floating point processor, DRI™ interface or a "black box". You do not even need a physicist to figure it out how to use it.

Can anyone else offer that?

We interface directly to the NCVII™ and allow the data to be acquired as a regular dynamic study. The acquired data can be immediately displayed in a pseudoholographic form without additional processing. The data can also be reconstructed by a technique of filtered backprojection and re-formated to transaxial slices. The slices to be reconstructed are selected by the operator by means of a cursor. Adding of adjacent slices allows thickening of the slices and the program provides a choice of filters. The reconstructed data is analysable by the existing library of GAMMA II™ commands.

* Conventional Xray CT scan of liver showing numerous metastatic tumours.
  Note several artifacts in the spleen

* Single photon Emission tomography obtained by the above mentioned system. Cut through the liver for direct comparison with corresponding Xray CT cut.

DSA
Digital Systems & Applications Inc.
31 WOODLAWN AVE. EAST,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M4T 1B9
(416) 964-2080

*Courtesy of University Hospital, London, Ontario, Canada
GAMMA II, DRII and NCVII are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
400T is a trademark of General Electric
Our skills are yours worldwide

A wide range of in-vivo and in-vitro diagnostic products
Single Photon Emission Tomography

GAMMA II™ and 400T™ great names with great potential but it is us who make it happen. Single Photon Emission Tomography and Pseudoholography.

You do not need a floating point processor, DRII™ interface or a "black box". You do not even need a physicist to figure it out how to use it.

*Can anyone else offer that?*

We interface directly to the NCVI™ and allow the data to be acquired as a regular dynamic study. The acquired data can be immediately displayed in a pseudoholographic form without additional processing. The data can also be reconstructed by a technique of filtered backprojection and re-formatted to transaxial slices. The slices to be reconstructed are selected by the operator by means of a cursor. Adding of adjacent slices allows thickening of the slices and the program provides a choice of filters. The reconstructed data is analysable by the existing library of GAMMA II™ commands.

*Conventional Xray CT scan of liver showing numerous metastatic tumours. Note several artifacts in the spleen*

*Single photon Emission tomography obtained by the above mentioned system. Cut through the liver for direct comparison with corresponding Xray CT cut.*

**DSA**

*Digital Systems & Applications Inc.*

31 WOODLAWN AVE. EAST,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M4T 1B9
(416) 964-2080

*Courtesy of University Hospital, London, Ontario, Canada
GAMMA II, DRII and NCVI are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
400T is a trademark of General Electric*
Expanding the dimensions of our nuclear imaging capabilities...

Siemens set new standards in detector technology with ZLC. Now we will present advanced SPECT imaging with ZLC 3700/7500 S camera systems at the 29th Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear Medicine, June 15-18, at the Miami Beach Convention Center.

We look forward to telling you all about the latest addition to our expanding product line.

Siemens... an investment in diagnostic confidence.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 3.
What do these names have in common?

GENERAL ELECTRIC
BELL LABORATORIES
FORD DuPONT XEROX
POLAROID IBM BOEING
NUCLEAR PHARMACY, INC.

It's not only that these companies are leaders in their fields. They started it all. And Nuclear Pharmacy, Inc. pioneered the nuclear pharmacy field. We are the leaders because you, our customers, like the job that we do! We place the highest priority on radiation safety and rigid quality control. We have a "Pharmacy Service Center" near you. Call us.

We're No. 1 and we earn the right every day.

For Service...With Speed!

505/292-5820
P.O. Box 25141, Albuquerque, NM 87125

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booth 802
A message to our customers...

In this, our ninth year of operation, we would like to take this opportunity to thank you, our customers, for making Nuclear Pharmacy, Inc., the leading chain of nuclear “Pharmacy Service Centers” in the world.

Nuclear Pharmacy, Inc. wasn’t far behind the isotope. We created the first nuclear pharmacy service center to serve hospitals, doctors and patients who demanded the highest priority in quality products with rigid quality control, with emphasis on radiation safety and rapid service.

Today, Nuclear Pharmacy, Inc. has 44 “Pharmacy Service Centers” throughout the nation with 14 more to open soon.

You have made us No. 1 and our pledge to you is that we will continue to earn the right every day. Thank you for your continued support.

Robert Lee Sánchez, R. Ph.
Chairman of the Board, President and Chief Executive Officer

Nunzio DeSantis, R. Ph.
Executive Vice President

Art Solomon, R. Ph.
Vice President, Professional Affairs
Technetium Tc 99m Pentetate Kit

For kidney imaging, brain imaging, to assess renal perfusion, and to estimate glomerular filtration rate

Does not accumulate in choroid plexus
Rapid clearance rate of DTPA allows:
• brain imaging in less time than with sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m
• delayed brain imaging in 30-40 minutes, as compared with 3-4 hours with technetium Tc 99m pertechnetate
Easy two-step procedure

Kit contains 10 multidose reaction vials.

For further information, call Technical Customer Service, 609-921-4100.

See next page for brief summary.
**DESCRIPTION:** The kit consists of 10 multidose reaction vials, each containing a sterile, pyrogen-free lyophilized mixture of 10 mg pentetate calcium trisodium, 0.50 mg stannous chloride under a nitrogen atmosphere. When sterile, pyrogen-free sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m in isotonic saline is added to the vial, a chelated technetium Tc 99m pentetate is formed. The product as supplied is sterile and pyrogen-free.

**INDICATIONS AND USAGE:** Technetium Tc 99m pentetate may be used to perform kidney imaging, brain imaging, to assess renal perfusion, and to estimate glomerular filtration rate.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS:** None known.

**WARNINGS:** None known.

**PRECAUTIONS:** Contents of the vial are intended only for use in the preparation of technetium Tc 99m pentetate and are not to be administered directly to the patient except after the addition of sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m. The contents of the kit are not radioactive. However, after the reaction is complete, the technetium Tc 99m pentetate as well as other radioactive drugs, must be handled with care, and appropriate safety measures should be used to minimize radiation exposure to the patient. Prior to preparing the technetium Tc 99m pentetate solution, a complete medical history should be obtained of the patient.

To minimize radiation dose to the bladder, the patients should be encouraged to drink fluids and to void immediately before the examination, and for the next 4 to 6 hours thereafter, as often as possible. Technetium Tc 99m pentetate should be formulated within 6 hours prior to clinical use for brain and kidney imaging, and for assessing renal perfusion. For estimating glomerular filtration rates Tc 99m pentetate should be used within 1 hour of formulation.

The components of the Technetium Tc 99m Pentetate Kit (Chelate) are supplied sterile and non-pyrogenic. Aseptic procedures normally employed in handling radioactive solutions should be used during addition of pertechnetate solution and the withdrawal of doses for patient administration. The labeling reactions involved in preparing the agent depend on maintaining the tin in the reduced state. Any oxidant present in the sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m supply may thus adversely affect the quality of the prepared agent.

**Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility:** No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential or whether technetium Tc 99m pentetate affects fertility in males or females.

**Pregnancy Category C:** Animal reproductive studies have not been conducted with technetium Tc 99m pentetate. It is also not known whether technetium Tc 99m pentetate can cause fetal harm or affect reproduction capacity when administered to a pregnant woman. Technetium Tc 99m pentetate should be given to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed. Ideally, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those electively in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first few (approx. 10) days following the onset of menses.

**Nursing Mothers:** Since Tc 99m is excreted in human milk during lactation, formula feedings should be substituted for breast feedings.

**Pediatric Use:** Safety and effectiveness in children below the age of 18 have not been established.

**Radiopharmaceuticals** should be used only by physicians who are qualified by training and experience in the safe use and handling of radionuclides and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.

**ADVERSE REACTIONS:** None specifically attributable to the use of technetium Tc 99m pentetate have been reported.

**Drug Abuse and Dependence:** There is no report of any drug abuse or dependence with this diagnostic agent.

**Overdosage:** Increased radiation exposure would be expected if an overdosage of the diagnostic agent occurred. For complete prescribing information, consult package insert.

**HOW SUPPLIED:** Technoplex (Technetium Tc 99m Pentetate Kit) is supplied as a sterile, pyrogen-free kit containing 10 sterile multidose reaction vials and 20 pressure-sensitive labels.

**CONVENIENCE... HI-D lead glass syringe and vial shields.**

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission now requires their Medical Licensees to use protective syringe and vial shields.

Nuclear Pacific products give you more than safe protection; they give you 360 degrees of visibility. The optical clarity and lead content of Hi-D* glass is unsurpassed in the industry. The importance of shielding has recently been re-emphasized by NRC studies that find failure to use protective shields can result in radiation dose rates to fingers and hands of 100 mrad to one rad per minute, or a projected lifetime dose of 4,000 to 100,000 rads.

Visibility allows efficient handling of radiopharmaceuticals, reducing exposure time. For 99mTc exposure, radiation protection from 10 to 40 HVL is offered in eight different models of the vial shield. Shields are available for all leading generator brands. Each shield loads with a twist and centers the vial for easy needle access to the rubber septum. Removable twist lock caps enable ease of cleaning and needle insertion.

Remember, for 30 years Nuclear Pacific, Inc., has set the standard for visibility and protection in the radiation shielding industry.

---

**Nuclear Pacific, Inc.**

6701 Sixth Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98108 (206) 763-2170 Telex: 32-8891

*Registered U.S. Patent Office, Platinum molded ultra high density optical glass.

See us in Miami Beach Booth #709
MORE PERFORMANCE for LESS COST

Radcal Corporation announces the introduction of

The Model 4045
Radionuclide Dose Calibrator

at the 29th Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear Medicine in Miami Beach.

To see the prototype and discuss the many features of this microprocessor-based instrument, stop at BOOTH 1008
(next to the concession stand)
the instrument of choice for nuclear cardiology

and the only computerized multicrystal camera for first-pass studies at rest and with exercise stress: System Seventy-Seven.

Complete Data
Get all the cardiac pump parameters and images: ejection fraction, left ventricular volumes, stroke volume, cardiac output, REFI, cines (two displayed simultaneously for rest/exercise comparisons), and wall motion displayed with reference end-diastolic perimeters for easy detection of hypokinetic or akinetic segments.

Versatility
Get definitive diagnostic measurements of the patient who has CAD complicated by valvular regurgitation — or congenital shunt — or aneurysm — the data most specific for defining the patient’s problem.

View Independence
Get quantitative data from any view, including RAO, LAO, AP.

Operational Simplicity
Get complete cardiac data on the upright exercising patient, routinely, in 10 seconds at the patient’s maximum exercise level. There is no need to perform long acquisitions at sub-maximum levels of exercise to avoid complete data loss.

Turnkey Operation
Get complete hardware and software for nuclear cardiology in one system. Training is arranged for physicians and technologists in the factory classroom and/or on-site. A quality control program monitors ongoing data reduction accuracy.

For excellence in clinical nuclear cardiology, you should be talking to Baird Corporation, 125 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730, Telephone 1-800-225-1487, Extension 6500. Telex 923491. Cable BAIRDCOBFRD.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 20

Baird
Toward certainty in cardiac diagnostics
The most beautiful thing about our Dyna Camera Series 5 is the way it performs.

We're proud of the way our new Dyna™ Camera system looks. We think it's the industry's most attractive gamma camera system package. But we're far prouder of just how well Dyna Camera Series 5 works.

A beautiful design. Our central workstation, for instance, is stylish. But it was designed to meet your needs for efficiency, comfort and patient throughput. And, unlike its complicated and cluttered competitors, our control console has been fashioned to facilitate the performance of all the many manipulations necessary in the practice of modern nuclear medicine.

A beautiful image. Picker International continues to supply you with the leading edge in gamma camera technology in its Dyna Camera Series 5 system. Your choice of high performance detectors, exclusive Micro Z ACE™ Imaging for unequaled contrast enhancement, built-in Dyna Dot photographic camera system for high resolution films, and a host of other accessories insure top performance in all nuclear medicine modalities.

A beautiful choice. The Dyna Camera Series 5 represents the latest evolutionary step in the continuing development of Picker International's renowned gamma camera system. It's a performance-engineered package available in a number of upgradable system configurations, one of which is sure to fill your specific needs for both today and tomorrow.

Precision performance. Sophisticated styling. The new Dyna Camera Series 5 has it all. And it all works beautifully. For you. Contact Picker International, Nuclear and Ultrasound, P.O. Box 99, 12 Clintonville Road, Northford, CT 06472.

PICKER INTERNATIONAL

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 2
Put them together with Amersham

Vitamin B$_{12}$/Folate Dual Radioassay

Now... a convenient NO-BOIL procedure with results in as little as 2 HOURS.

Amersham now offers a rapid and flexible assay for Vitamin B$_{12}$ and Folate which brings the convenience, reliability, performance and savings you need for more cost-effective anemia testing in your laboratory.

CONVENIENCE
- No-boil assay with results in as little as 2 hours
- 2 - 4°C storage of standards — no freezing required
- Elimination of daily tracer preparation
- Dual or single assay capabilities
- Log-logit data reduction capability

RELIABILITY
- Purified intrinsic factor
- Clinically validated ranges
- Excellent precision and low range sensitivities
- Stable tracers with high count rates and low non-specific binding

VALUE
- Red blood cell folate capability
- 100- and 200-test kits available — competitively-priced

We would like to tell you more about the best Vitamin B$_{12}$/Folate Dual Radioassay kit available. Write us or use our toll-free hotline.

Amersham Corporation
2636 S. Clearbrook Drive
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
800/323-0668 or 312/364-7100

In Canada
505 Iroquois Shore Road
Oakville, ONT L6H 2R3
800/268-5061 or 416/842-2720

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 602, 604, 606
Now, more accurate images from Picker International's new Dyna Scan ECT System.

Dyna Scan with Micro Z and ACE™ Imaging for increased contrast and resolution.

Now, you can attain superior three dimensional ACE images. The Dyna Scan system provides rock-solid rotation and body contouring for clearer, sharper images. Yet this system preserves the positioning flexibility required for routine spot-view imaging, while adding the capacity for single or multi-pass whole body scanning. The Dyna Scan system is compatible with Dyna Cameras 4, 4C and Series 5. And unlike other ECT manufacturers, we didn’t compromise on our shielding which remains at 500 KeV.

Easily interfaces with all computers. Our microprocessor-based gantry allows trouble free interface with your present computer. You can also purchase the system with a complete turnkey work station with computer.

See the Dyna Scan difference in image quality. Call your local representative, or write Picker International, Nuclear and Ultrasound, 12 Clintonville Road, P.O. Box 99, Northford, CT 06472.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 2

PICKER INTERNATIONAL
We were first to make ECT practical...
By working closely with clinicians, we were able to introduce the MaxiCamera™ 400T as the first nuclear diagnostic system with tomographic capability. It effectively meets real clinical needs, such as better contrast enhancement with more sensitive transaxial images in liver and soft tissue studies, and positive identification of cardiac infarcts. And for greater productivity, it can perform the whole range of routine and specialized nuclear procedures, including single pass, whole body studies.

MaxiCamera 400A makes spatial distortion corrections practical.

Now you can achieve even better resolution, linearity and uniformity with the advanced MaxiCamera 400A with Autotune ZS. This camera automatically retunes each photomultiplier tube many times each second to provide the stable detector response necessary to make real-time spatial distortion and energy corrections practical for an analog system. With no delays in your system’s operation, and no decrease in sensitivity.

Star computer provides automatic ECT data acquisition and analysis.

By adding the Star™ data acquisition system and tomographic software to your MaxiCamera 400T system, you can have comprehensive ECT capability, with touch-button convenience. Camera movement and data acquisition are automatically controlled according to your specifications. And you can display reconstructions as transaxial, sagittal, coronal and oblique angle projections. The Star system also features a full range of automatic programs for routine and specialized liver and cardiac studies, which dramatically increase diagnostic information while saving you precious time.

For greater investment value, GE nuclear systems are designed for upgradeability. And backed by our worldwide service network and parts availability. With practical, proven nuclear imaging systems from a single source, your choice could be practically automatic.

Liver data shown in a transaxial, sagittal and coronal view projection. Fully automatic cardiac analysis with the P.A.G.E. software program.

Now we’ve made it practically automatic.

We bring good things to life.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 10
Intra-arterial Injection Method.
Offers higher spatial resolution and accurate measurement of slow (white matter) perfusion.

Intravenous Method. An alternative when the inhalation method is not appropriate.

Broad Clinical Applications
The Novo Cerebrograph quantifies data on various functional and hemodynamic changes within the brain through measurement of regional Cerebral Blood Flow (rCBF). This multidetector system yields results frequently unobtainable by other methods. The rCBF technique is used to study a broad range of pathological conditions, including cerebrovascular disease, head trauma, and dementia states. It is also used in neuropsychology to quantify changes in cortical activation during higher mental functions.

Inhalation Method. Especially accurate for fast (gray matter) flow. Allows simultaneous bilateral measurement. Noninvasive, it can be performed repeatedly with virtually no risk and provides a high degree of correlation with overall IA results.

State of the Art
The Novo Cerebrograph is the finest system available for measurement of rCBF by $^{133}$Xenon clearance. It includes a pushbutton microprocessor-controlled automated Xenon administration system with a Xenon trap, a data collection system with air detector and up to 32 brain detectors with exchangeable collimators. It offers a choice of on-line and off-line data calculation and presentation format. In addition to the Obrist calculation model, only Novo offers the Fourier and 6-Unknown alternative models, both developed by Novo research.

Modular design facilitates easy system expansion.

Novo is proud of its pioneering role in the development of this clinical milestone, and proud to define today's state of the art while developing systems for tomorrow.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 906, 908
There are 32 reasons why Apex Processors are better


elscint
There are 32 reasons why Apex Processors are better than any other Nuclear Medicine Data Systems. This is reason Number 1.

When you work with an apex display you don’t manipulate a computer terminal. You study a diagnostic report.

Elscint has prepared a full-color booklet detailing all 32 reasons. Contact us today for your personal copy.
The non-interpolated 512x256 Apex matrix results in an "analog quality" image. Presented in 256 user-programmable hues or gray shades, the display is divisible into independently controlled quadrants—each with contrast enhancement and cinematic speed continuously variable.

Each quadrant can present a multiformat display with images sized $64^2-256^2$, plus graphic and alphanumeric overlays in 16 colors or shades. All control functions (windowing, zoom, graphics and others) operate simultaneously with Apex comprehensive processing.

Apex Processors: 32 Ways Better!

Elsinc Inc.
930 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston, MA 02215, U.S.A.
Call Toll Free: 800-343-9504.
“Sometimes, an ADAC Nuclear Medicine System gives you only part of the picture. The good part.”

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 5
"Most systems can't discriminate between normal and ectopic beats during gated cardiac studies. So they can't give you accurate data on patients with abnormal rhythms.

But the ADAC system can. It analyzes 100% of the R-R interval for every beat.

You can store ectopic beats separately for later review, or delete them entirely. Result: you get a precise and complete picture of the normal beats alone, and a true representation of ejection fraction in abnormal patients.

You won't find this Bad Beat Rejection capability on any system but ours."

CHARLES W. CANTONI, PRESIDENT

Bad Beat Rejection for ADAC Nuclear Medicine Systems.

ADAC's Bad Beat Rejection gives you many options never before possible with cyclic gated acquisition.

This new development - part hardware, part software - is designed specifically for ADAC Nuclear Medicine Systems that have an ADAC Arithmetic Processing Unit (APU).

For the first time in nuclear medicine, it enables you to separate or delete bad beats and save every good beat without time-consuming reconstruction.

It also lets you store beats so studies may be framed forward and backward from the R-wave.

In addition, you can preselect windows for rest and stress heart rates, or normal and ectopic beat studies.

Bad Beat Rejection significantly reduces acquisition time for patients with abnormal rhythms. It may also reduce the number of cases requiring catheterization.

And because it allows analysis of the entire R-R interval - including the P-wave - valuable information about atrial contractions may be obtained for the first time.

For more information about Bad Beat Rejection and ADAC Nuclear Medicine Systems, please write or call ADAC Laboratories, 255 San Geronimo Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (800) 538-8531. In California, call collect (408) 736-1101.TWX: 910-339-9393.
Thallium-201
(Thallous Chloride Ti-201 Injection)
Mallinckrodt meets the demand

THALLIUM-201 procedures increase dramatically!

and offers you a generous rebate program.

A dramatic rise in thallium procedures is projected to continue for the next several years. And Mallinckrodt is committed to meet your thallium demands with a new, centrally located cyclotron that is already on stream.

Now when you order thallium from Mallinckrodt, you are also eligible for our special rebate program. It could mean substantial savings for your department on all your nuclear imaging products. Plus we're on 24-hour call to take orders seven days a week, and our express service assures you of prompt delivery because orders are shipped from four strategically located distribution centers. It's all part of the Mallinckrodt Commitment to you. For complete details, simply contact your Mallinckrodt representative.

For orders call 800-325-3686 toll-free
(In Missouri, except St. Louis, call 800-392-4779)
(In St. Louis, call 314-3860)
(In Alaska and Hawaii, call 314-344-3880 collect)

For technical assistance call 800-325-8181 toll-free
(In Missouri, 314-895-2405 collect)

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 18

See brief summary on adjacent page.
THALLIOUS CHLORIDE
TI 201 INJECTION

Diagnostic—For Intravenous Use
Brief Summary—for full prescribing information consult package insert.

DESCRIPTION
Thallium Chloride TI 201 injection is supplied in isotonic solution as a sterile, nonpyrogenic diagnostic radiopharmaceutical for intravenous administration. Each ml contains 1 mCi Thallium Chloride TI 201 at calibration time made isotonic with 9 mg sodium chloride and preserved with 0.9% (w/v) benzyl alcohol. The pH is adjusted to between 4.5-7.0 with hydrochloric acid and/or sodium hydroxide. Thallium TI 201 is opalescent produced. It is essentially carrier-free and contains no more than 0.1% Thallium TI 200 and no more than 1.0% Thallium TI 202.

CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY
Current use of Thallium Chloride TI 201 has been found to accumulate in viable myocardium in a manner analogous to potassium. Experiments employing labeled microspheres in human volunteers have shown that the myocardial distribution of Thallium Chloride TI 201 correlates well with regional perfusion.

In clinical studies, thallium images show areas of infarction as “cold” or nonfilled regions which are confirmed by electrocardiographic and enzyme changes. Regions of transient myocardial ischemia corresponding to areas perfused by coronary arteries with partial stenoses have been visualized as cold spots when thallium was administered in conjunction with an exercise stress test.

After intravenous administration, Thallium Chloride TI 201 clears rapidly from the blood with maximal concentration by normal myocardium occurring at about ten minutes. Five minutes after intravenous administration only 5.6 percent of injected activity remained in the blood. A hyperboloidal disappearance curve was obtained, with 0.5 percent of the blood radioactivity disappearing with a 1/2 life of about 5 minutes. The remainder had a T1/2 of about 40 hours. Approximately 4 to 8 percent of the injected dose was in the blood at the first 24 hours. The whole body disappearance half-time was 9.8 ± 2.5 days. Kidney concentration was found to be about 3 percent of the injected activity and the testicular content was 0.15 percent. Net thyroid activity was determined to be only 0.2 percent of the injected dose, and the activity disappeared in 24 hours. From anterior and posterior whole-body scans, it was determined that about 45 percent of the injected dose was in the large tissue and contiguous structure (liver, kidneys, adenoidal mucosa).


INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Thallium Chloride TI 201 may be used in myocardial perfusion imaging and for the diagnosis and localization of myocardial infarction. It may also be used in conjunction with exercise stress testing as an adjunct in the diagnosis of ischemic heart disease (atherosclerotic coronary artery disease).

It is usually not possible to differentiate recent from old myocardial infarction, or to differentiate exactly between recent myocardial infarction and ischemia.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
None known.

WARNINGS
When studying patients suspected or known to have myocardial infarction or ischemia, care should be taken to assure continuous clinical monitoring and treatment in accordance with proper, accepted procedure. Exercise stress testing should be performed only under the supervision of a qualified physician and in a laboratory equipped with appropriate resuscitation and support apparatus.

PREGNANCY CATEGORY C
Adequate reproduction studies have not been performed in animals to determine whether this drug affects fertility in males or females, has teratogenic potential, or has other adverse effects on the fetus.

Thallium Chloride TI 201 should not be used in pregnant women except when benefits clearly outweigh the potential risks.

PRECAUTIONS
Ideal studies using radiopharmaceutical drug products, especially those elective in nature—women of childbearing capability should be performed during the first ten days following the onset of menaces.

NURSING MOTHERS
It is not known whether this drug is excreted in human milk. Because many drugs are excreted in human milk, a general rule nursing should not be undertaken when a patient is administered radioactive material.

Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

CARCINOGENESIS
No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential.

Data are not available concerning the effect on the quality of Thallium TI 201 scans of marked alterations in blood glucose, insulin or diet (such as is found in diabetes mellitus). Attention is directed to the fact that thallium is a potassium analog, and since the transport of potassium is affected by these factors, the possibility exists that thallium may likewise be affected.

As in the use of any radioactive material, care should be taken to minimize radiation exposure to the patient consistent with proper management and to assure minimum radiation exposure to occupational workers.

Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by training and experience in the safe use and handling of radioisotopes and who are trained and qualified to handle the apparatus.

This material should be used only under the direction of a qualified physician and in a laboratory equipped with appropriate resuscitation and support apparatus.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Adverse reactions related to use of this agent have not been reported to date.

HOW SUPPLIED
Thallium Chloride TI 201 injection is supplied in a sterile, nonpyrogenic solution for intravenous administration. Each ml contains 1 mCi Thallium TI 201 at calibration time, 9 mg sodium chloride and 0.9 percent (v/v) benzyl alcohol. The pH is adjusted to between 4.5-7.0 with hydrochloric acid and/or sodium hydroxide solution. Vials are available in the following quantities of radioactivity: 2.0, and 4.0 milliequivalents of Thallium TI 201.

The contents of the vial are radioactive. Adequate shielding and handling precautions must be maintained.
Highlight your training presentations with the bold, appealing graphics of the programs in our ever-growing Resource Slide Library. Their unique, flexible format enables you to "mix-and-match" in meeting the needs of a variety of audiences — providing strong visual reinforcement of learning concepts.

Each volume includes about 100 slides and an instructor's guide with which you can create a new training program or supplement an existing one.

Establish a slide library of your own on these and other technical subjects in your field: Radiation Protection • Nuclear Medicine: Instrumentation & Dosimetry, Medical Radioisotopes • SI Units • Fundamentals of X-Ray Machines • Internal Dosimetry: Biological Systems, Radiological Factors, Bases of Dose Assessment • Nursing Care of Radionuclide Therapy Patients.

Any program may be previewed for a $25 charge which is later applied to its purchase price. Please call or write for further information.

Look for our booth at the Annual Meeting.
3 Big Favorites

OF OVER 500 NUCLEAR PRODUCTS
available in our free catalog

a cardiac stress system
that does more and costs less.
Designed for exercise imaging
SPECIFY MODEL 056-180 IN YOUR INFORMATION REQUEST

radiochromatogram scanner
Computerized analysis of
radiopharmaceutical purity
SPECIFY "TAGMASTER" (149-300) IN YOUR INQUIRY

pulmonex xenon system
A single unit
with an integrated gas trap
SPECIFY "PULMONEX" (130-500) IN YOUR INQUIRY

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL—

Atomic Products Corporation
ATOMLAB DIVISION • ESTABLISHED 1949
P.O. BOX 657 CENTER MORICHES, NEW YORK 11934 USA
(516) 878-1074
TWX #510-228-0449
See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 407, 409
Consult A Recognized Leader

Medical diagnostic, therapeutic and research systems from The Cyclotron Corporation

COMPACT CYCLOTRONS for medical radiisotope production with a wide range of beam energies and unique capabilities.

NEUTRON RADIOTHERAPY SYSTEMS for the treatment of cancer. Cyclotron and D-T neutron generator based isocentric systems.

POSITRON IMAGING SYSTEMS for advanced neurological and whole body clinical research.

Advanced Systems From A Recognized Leader

Since 1965, The Cyclotron Corporation has been recognized as a leader in medical diagnostic, therapeutic and research systems. For more information regarding current product capabilities, please contact our corporate offices.

THE CYCLOTRON CORPORATION
950 Gilman Street, Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 524-8670  Telex 910-366-7116

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 303, 305
At Landauer, man and machine measure together for greater accuracy. Every inch of Landauer Gardray® film or TLD chip is read by the most advanced film and crystal readers in the world, double-checked by computer and then scrutinized by skilled technicians.

At Landauer, our people, our highly accurate apparatus and our ability to meet your time requirements have made us the leader in radiation dosimetry for over 25 years. For more information about Landauer total dosimetry services, fill out the coupon below and mail to R. S. Landauer.
A superior bone scanning agent

Osteoscan-HDP represents a significant technological advance in bone scanning agents. Its unique active ingredient, hydroxymethylene diphosphonate (HDP), provides higher bone uptake than MDP-based agents for clear, definitive scans and excellent lesion detection.

Bone uptake superior to MDP

HDP shows unusually high adsorption to bone. In a clinical comparison, Osteoscan-HDP averaged 21% higher bone uptake than the MDP-based agent.1

Rapid blood clearance

No bone agent clears the blood faster. Only 6% of Osteoscan-HDP remains in the blood two hours after injection.2 Osteoscan-HDP's rapid blood clearance contributes to the overall quality of the image and permits flexibility in scheduling patient scans from 1 to 4 hours post-injection.

Scan data:
The two scans above are of a 56-year-old female patient with breast cancer. Scan: abnormal activity in right ischial ramus. Instrument: General Electric MaxiCamera™ 535; total counts: 2000K; dose: 20.8 mCi; 5'5", 175 lb; dose-to-image time: 2.25 hours
Notice excellent bone delineation in this obese patient.

References:

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 403, 405
Osteoscan-HDP offers a high tumor-to-normal bone ratio. This results in high resolution scans capable of demonstrating subtle skeletal metastases and fractures with no sacrifice in overall image quality.

**Scan data:**
The two scans above are of a 79-year-old male patient with adenocarcinoma-prostate. Scan: multiple lesions. Instrument: Picker 4/15 Gamma Camera; information density: 3000; dose: 15 mCi; dose-to-image time: 3 hours. IVP revealed mass in right kidney causing retention.

Please see the following page for a brief summary of prescribing information.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
OSTEOSCAN-HDP (Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate Kit) is a diagnostic skeletal imaging agent used to demonstrate areas of altered osteogenesis.

CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY
During the 24 hours following injection, Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate and are NOT to be administered directly to the patient. Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate should be formulated within eight (8) hours prior to clinical use. Optimal imaging results are obtained one to four hours after administration.

Oxidronate as well as other radioactive drugs, must be handled with care, and appropriate safety measures should be used to minimize radiation exposure to the patients consistent with proper patient management. Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by specific training in the safe use and handling of radionuclides and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agencies. Physicians who fail to demonstrate the use of radiopharmaceuticals to minimize radiation dose to the bladder, patients should be encouraged to drink fluids and to void immediately before the examination and as often thereafter as possible for the next few hours.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential or whether Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate affects fertility in males and females.

Pregnancy — Category C
Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted with Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate. It is also not known whether Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate should be given to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed. Ideally, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those elective in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Nursing Mothers
Technetium Tc99m is excreted in human milk during lactation, therefore formula feedings should be substituted for breast feedings.

Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Although adverse reactions have not been reported that are specifically attributable to the use of Technetium Tc99m Oxidronate, allergic dermatological manifestations (erythema) have been infrequently reported with similar agents.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
General Instructions
The recommended adult dose of Technetium Tc99m-labeled OSTEOSCAN-HDP is 15 mCi with a range of 10 to 20 mCi. The activity of each dose should be measured by a suitable radiation calibration system just prior to administration. The dose should be given intravenously by slow injection. For optimal results imaging should be done 1-4 hours post-injection.

HOW SUPPLIED
OSTEOSCAN-HDP is supplied as a lyophilized powder packaged in vials. Each vial contains 3.0 mg oxidronate sodium and 0.24 mg stannous chloride as active ingredients, and 0.84 mg gentisic acid as a stabilizer. Kits containing 5 or 30 vials are available. The NDC number for this product is NDC:37000-407-01. The drug can be stored at room temperature both prior to and following reconstitution with ADDITIVE-FREE sodium pertechnetate Tc99m.

For additional product information, call (513) 977-5547 or write: Procter & Gamble, Professional Services, P.O. Box 171, Cincinnati, OH 45201.
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Now there's a Radiation Dose Shield that offers more than just protection.

Safety, versatility and convenience. Nuclear Pacific's Radiation Dose Shield provides all three through an expandable, modular design that allows you to select exactly the features your working environment most requires.

The basic stand consists of a 14" x 18" cantilevered frame, vertical stainless steel-clad forward wall and horizontal work surface. The forward wall contains ¾" lead lining.

The shielding glass options range from ¾" to 1" in thickness.

Each unit is 14" x 25" x 25".

To order, or for additional information, contact Nuclear Pacific, Inc., (206) 763-2170.

See us in Miami Beach at Booth #709

Nuclear Pacific, Inc.

1. Radiation shielding eyeglasses
2. Syringe Shields
3. Vial shields
4. Radiation dose shield

6701 Sixth Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 763-2170
Telex: 32-8891
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DOSE CALIBRATOR

Activity Linearity Testing the easy way

Fast
Now with the newly developed Calicheck™ dose calibrator activity linearity test kit, you can meet N.R.C. Regulatory Guide 10.8, appendix D, Section 2E or your state’s equivalent requirement in just 4 minutes — not days. You can complete the test in one short sitting and check for linearity virtually at a glance. Plus you eliminate the frustration of having to start the test all over simply because you forgot to take a reading on time.

Accurate and Reliable
The new Calicheck kit is designed to attenuate ⁹⁹ᵐTc by known values — accurate using a high yield generator eluant or a unit dose.

A Calichek kit provides for seven successive measurements simulating the decay of ⁹⁹ᵐTc at approximately 0, 6, 12, 20, 30, 40 and 50 hours from the initial assay.

Complete Yet Reusable
Your Calicheck kit comes to you complete with its own storage container, a unique arrangement of seven color-coded lead wrapped tubes, work/record keeping sheets, instructions for use and a license amendment form (if needed.)

Just four minutes
As simple as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Place central tube in the dose calibrator. Place the source in this tube and take a reading. Then sequentially place color-coded tubes over the central tube. Additional readings are taken immediately, converted with a predetermined factor and you can see the degree of linearity virtually at a glance.

May require approval of the Agency issuing your radioactive materials license.

Dose calibrator can be returned to active service in just minutes. This savings alone can pay for a Calicheck kit in just three to four linearity tests. A Calicheck kit lets you return to active service too!

Safe
Your use of a Calicheck kit eliminates the need to fractionate eluants or decay the elution for several days while periodically collecting data to determine linearity. Time of potential exposure to radiation is drastically reduced, thereby maintaining exposures ALARA.

Lowers Department Cost
When you test with a Calicheck kit, both the source activity and

Low Price
A Calicheck dose calibrator activity linearity test kit is just $375.00 shipping included.

Just call (216) 663-1773 or write:
Calcorp, Inc., P.O. Box 25589,
Cleveland, Ohio 44125-0589.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booth 404
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Cardiac Stress?

How's this for VERSATILITY.

- Upright or Supine
- Large or Standard Field Cameras
- Workload or Heart Rate Control
- ECG or Computer Fed
- Anterior or Posterior Imaging
- Fixed or Mobile Cameras and — it can be used for Stress or General Imaging

**With These Unmatched Features**
- Imaging During Stress — Upright or Supine.
- All Digital Readout Provides Error-Free Indications.
- Fully Adjustable Ergometer Position and Angle to Fit Patients of any Size.
- Designed to be Used with Standard View and Large Field Cameras.
- Low Density Table Top.
- Posterior Viewing with any Camera.
- Controls Conveniently Located on Separate Console which can be Positioned anywhere.
- Heart Rate Control of Workload.
- Can Accept ECG and Computer Heart Rate Signals.
- Patient Monitors Own Speed, Thus Eliminating Unnecessary Directions.
- Rugged Construction.
- Visual Heartbeat Indicator; Aural Indication Available Through Front Panel Switch.
- Can be Calibrated in the Field.
- Automatic Load Drop-out at Low Pedal Speed.
- Table Can be Used for General Imaging.
- Elapsed Time Clock Updated Every Six Seconds.

**edc ENGINEERING DYNAMICS CORPORATION**

120 Stedman Street, Lowell, MA 01851
(617) 458-1456 Telex No. 951-779 EDC LOWE

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 23
Kodak X-Omat processor technology for 20 radiographs a day or 2,000.

You can have the quality and convenience of Kodak X-Omat processors whether you're replacing or adding processing equipment in a busy radiology department, satellite area, or a small office—or anything in between.

The very first radiographic roller-transport processors and the first 90-second processors anywhere were made by Kodak.

That experience translates to reliability, to consistent processing quality, to excellent viewbox quality.

Whether you choose the biggest, fastest model or the smallest, and most economical.

Your Kodak representative or dealer in Kodak medical x-ray products has the details, or you can write:
Eastman Kodak Company, Department 412-L, HS-8, Rochester, New York 14650.

© Eastman Kodak Company, 1982

Turning energy into images
Trustworthy

ISOCLEAN®

CONCENTRATE

Solubilizes Residual Radioactivity

A must for the isotope-using or analytical lab... whenever complete decontamination or analytical cleanliness is crucial. Isoclean solubilizes isotopic activity, whether inorganic or organically-bound, and other trace contaminants from glass, plastic or metallic labware. Freed contaminants disperse into dilute Isoclean just on soaking for safe disposal. Rinsed utensils are activity- and residue-free.

In use world-wide since 1966. A safe and effective substitute for hot acid-dichromate or caustic alkaline baths for radioisotope, tissue culture or general analytical work. Even safe for skin.

Available directly from Isolab or your favorite stocking distributor.
Request full information and evaluation sample.

Full Range of Standard Packaging

For more information contact:

ISOLAB inc.
INNOVATIVE
BIOMEDICAL
PRODUCTS
Drawer 4350 Akron, Ohio USA 44321
Phones: 800-321-9632 or 216-825-4528
Telex: 98-6475 ISOLAB AKR
GAMMACOAT™
RUBELLA
ANTIBODY
RIA KIT

Now you can test for rubella IgG antibodies in your own lab. And, you can do it with the convenience and accuracy of a coated-tube assay. Features include:

- Speed—Same-day results.
- Convenience—All reagents are ready-to-use.
- Superior Technology—No need to rely on visual interpretation, as in HAI and PHA tests.
- No time-consuming serum pretreatment.
- No need for RBC's.

Call or write for more information or an evaluation kit.
FINALLY ... 
A chair for your Gamma Camera!

Now rapid, convenient positioning can be done on ambulatory patients for brain, lung or liver scans.

Fits all CAMERAS, requires no electrical connections, firmly locks in all positions, Patient securely held with seat belt.

Enhance your current Camera investment by reducing the time required for these predominant exams.

HUMANETICS, INC.

214-242-2164 Box 185 CARROLLTON, TEXAS 75006

Prevent Unnecessary Exposure
With Johnston Laboratories Triton 133C—
The Advanced Xenon Air Monitor

- Ensures room ventilation is clearing airborne XE-133.
- Finds sources of leakage.
- Monitors and measures trap breakthrough.
- Reduces personnel exposure to XE-133.
- Verifies compliance with regulations.

This is the only xenon monitor that gives you hard copy of real time XE-133 concentrations—PLUS these other important features: Fast response, dependable ion chamber design, positive displacement pump, sniffer hose, alarm feature, and Johnston Laboratories' dependability and quality.

Find out more! Write or call

Johnston Laboratories
Cockeysville, Maryland 21030
(301) 666-9500
Prices without notice.

Explore what's new in nuclear medicine with these practical volumes from Grune & Stratton...

ULTRASONOGRAPHY OF PEDIATRIC SURGICAL DISORDERS
TIMOTHY G. CANTY, M.D.,
GEORGE R. LEOPOLD, M.D., and
DEBORAH A. WOLF, R.T., R.D.M.S.
Demonstrates the great clinical usefulness of diagnostic ultrasound in both the diagnosis and follow-up of disease entities in infants and children. Rather than merely describing the imaging characteristics of various diseases, the authors compare ultrasound to other imaging modalities and develop an overall diagnostic plan for each area of concern.
Order Code: 790783

CARDIAC ULTRASOUND WORKBOOK
M-MODE AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Edited by JAMES V. TALANO, M.D.
Provides an in-depth examination of the applications and techniques of M-mode and two-dimensional echocardiography, with illustrations and actual echocardiograms of normal and abnormal cardiac states. A practical workbook.
Order Code: 794490

CLINICAL NUCLEAR CARDIOLOGY
Edited by DANIEL S. BERMAN, M.D., and
DEAN T. MASON, M.D.
Provides a comprehensive view of this new diagnostic field. Emphasizes clinical application rather than technique; directed primarily toward those physicians who utilize these procedures in patient care.
A Clinical Cardiology Monograph
1981, 512 pp., 277 illus., $49.00 ISBN: 0-8089-1356-5
Order Code: 790571
Send payment with order and save postage and handling. Prices are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice.

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS
STRUCTURE-ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIPS
Edited by RICHARD P. SPENCER, M.D., Ph.D.
Reviews current information in the field, and presents the theoretical background and practical applications. Gives attention to such basic insights as solubility, structure, and charge, as well as to biological data and clinical results.
Order Code: 794232

And continue to keep up-to-date with these journals...

SEMINARS IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Edited by LEONARD M. FREEMAN, M.D., and
M. DONALD BLAUFox, M.D., Ph.D.
Provides a timely source of publication for newer concepts and techniques developed by the many research workers in nuclear medicine.
Volume 12, 1982. Annual subscription rate: $43.00 Published quarterly, about 300 pages per year

SEMINARS IN ROENTGENOLOGY
Edited by BENJAMIN FELSON, M.D.
Issues deal in depth with the clinical, pathologic, and roentgenologic aspects of a single topic of current interest.
Volume 17, 1982. Annual subscription rate: $46.00 Published quarterly, about 310 pages per year

SEMINARS IN ULTRASOUND
Edited by HOWARD W. RAYMOND, M.D., and
WILLIAM J. ZWIEBEL, M.D.
Fills the need for a continuous flow of reliable and helpful information in this ever-expanding field.
Volume 3, 1982. Annual subscription rate: $30.00 Published quarterly, about 290 pages per year

A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers
New York • London • Toronto • Sydney • San Francisco
111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003
See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booth #208
The future in Nuclear Medicine is available at ISO-GRAHICS today!

DATA/CAM is an all in one computer-camera designed with your future in mind. With DATA/CAM the technologist doesn’t have to be a computer programmer to achieve the ultimate in diagnostic imaging. The DATA/CAM controls are much like a standard camera and all are within reach. Some of the keys to the DATA/CAM simplicity are:

One console
One set of controls
One image on both image display scopes at all times
One phone call for service, because one service man can repair the entire system

Find out just how easy nuclear medicine can be with a DATA/CAM system from ISO-GRAHICS.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 11

WITH DATA/CAM

4660 N. Royal Atlanta Dr. • Tucker, Ga. • (404) 491-8941
Dose Calibration, Pulse Height Analysis and More

Introducing Canberra’s Series 35 Multichannel Analyzer

The versatile Series 35 adapts to rapidly changing applications in Nuclear Medicine with built-in features unmatched by any manufacturer.

For the first time in the industry, the Series 35 combines uncanny accuracy in dose calibration and pulse height analysis in a single instrument.

Cyclotron-produced isotopes present new demands for quality control and accurate measurement. The Series 35 is designed to provide instant qualitative and quantitative analysis of radioisotopes to satisfy the latest regulations. For the busy practitioner, the Series 35 offers the quick one-button operation normally associated with dose calibrators.

With new regulations requiring frequent acceptance testing of gamma camera’s, today’s nuclear medicine department cannot afford to be without a Series 35.

For additional information on Canberra’s Series 35 Multichannel Analyzer call or write today.

Canberra Industries, Inc. 45 Gracey Avenue Meriden, Connecticut 06450 Tel. 1-800-243-4424
See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 807, 809
Don Waters, President of B & W Diagnostics has developed one of the largest mobile diagnostic businesses in the U.S., and he uses IIE imagers. IIE's unique fixed multi-lens system is able to take the daily abuse over Chicago streets. The only moving part is a patented electromagnetically operated shutter.

The 4600MP, a 6 Mode compact imager fits into any standard rack mount or can be mounted on table or wheels. The unit is 16”w x 9½”h and 23”d. Each unit is equipped with a distortion free, high resolution monitor, switch-selected video inversion and slide sensor. In the 6 Mode, the imager measures 115m diagonally, the best film utilization of any camera system.

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 406, 408

For further information contact Sharon Syputa, Marketing Coordinator for the name of your local Distributor. 312/543-4878

IIE ELECTRONICS, INC.
901 S. Kay, Addison, Ill. 60101

"I have been moving the IIE camera over Chicago streets for five years. They are reliable everytime, everyday."
See for yourself
HEPATOLITE™
Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin Kit

5 min
15 min
25 min

35 min
45 min
60 min

New England Nuclear
a Du Pont company

Please see last page for brief summary of prescribing information.
Hepatolite™ Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin Kit

See for yourself

Immediately lm

New England Nuclear

For detailed viewing, please see the first page for brief summary of prescribing information.
Abnormal Hepatolite study shows no gallbladder visualization, consistent with acute cholecystitis.
The "best universal agent" for hepatobiliary imaging

HEPATOLITE
Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin Kit

Effective even at high bilirubin levels
"DISIDA [Hepatolite] has been extremely effective in distinguishing medical from surgical jaundice... with the bilirubin ranging from 1.1 to 24.5 mg%." Weissmann et al

Better intrahepatic duct visualization
"We were able to clearly identify the intrahepatic ducts in 46 of the 54 patients imaged with PRIDA [Hepatolite] whereas we were not able to identify them clearly in any of the 21 patients imaged with BIDA." Read et al

Superior liver uptake and washout
"Visually and computationally, DISIDA [Hepatolite] was superior to other IDA agents in terms of relative uptake in the liver and liver washout." Hernandez and Rosenthal

The only agent you need to stock
"Tc-99m DISIDA [Hepatolite] appears to incorporate the best properties of all the currently available IDA analogs... it is the only IDA derivative that a "hot lab" would need to stock." Weissmann et al

References

New England Nuclear
a Du Pont company

Business Reply Card
First Class Permit No. 33397 Boston, MA

Postage will be paid by addressee

New England Nuclear
549 Albany Street
Boston, MA 02118
Attn: Teaching Program Administrator

"Hepatobiliary Imaging in the Diagnosis of Acute Cholecystitis"

Program Faculty
Leonard M. Freeman, MD
Robert E. Henkin, MD
James H. Thrall, MD
Heidi S. Weissmann, MD
**INDICATIONS AND USAGE:** Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin is indicated as a hepatobiliary imaging agent.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS:** None known.

**WARNINGS:** The theoretical possibility of allergic reactions should be considered in patients who receive multiple doses.

**PRECAUTIONS:** Contents of the vial are intended only for use in the preparation of Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin and are not to be administered directly to the patient. Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin as well as other radioactive drugs must be handled with care and appropriate safety measures should be used to minimize radiation exposure to clinical personnel. Also, care should be taken to minimize radiation exposure to the patients consistent with proper patient management.

**ADVERSE REACTIONS:**
- **Monitoring**:
  - Plasma bilirubin.
  - Albumin.
  - Bilirubin.

**DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION:** The suggested dose range for I.V. administration, after reconstitution with oxidant-free sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m, to be employed in the average patient (70kg) is:
  - **Non-Iatrogenic Patient**:
    - Patients with serum bilirubin level greater than 5mg/dl: 1-5mCi
    - Patients with serum bilirubin level greater than 5mg/dl: 3-8mCi
  - The patient dose should be measured by a suitable radiocompetency calibration system immediately prior to patient administration. If blood is drawn into the syringe, any unnecessary delay prior to injection may lead to clot formation in situ. Do not backflush the syringe. Slow injection is recommended. Radiopharmaceutical purity should be checked prior to patient administration.

**HOW SUPPLIED:** NEN's HEPATOLITE kit. Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin Kit is supplied in kits of five (5) and thirty (30) vials, sterile and pyrogen-free, each vial containing in lyophilized form:

- **Disofenin**
  - 20mg
- **Sodium Chloride** (SnCl2 - 2H2O) (Minimum)
  - 0.24 mg
- **Total Tr, Maximum of**
  - 0.6mg

The pH is adjusted to between 5.5-6.5 with hydrochloric acid and/or sodium hydroxide solution prior to lyophilization. The contents of the vial were lyophilized under nitrogen. Store at room temperature (15°-30°C) before and after reconstitution. Protect from light. The lyophilized drug product is light sensitive. Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin contains no preservatives. Included in each five (5) vial kit is one (1) package insert and six (6) radiation labels. Included in each thirty (30) vial kit is one (1) package insert and thirty-six (36) radiation labels.

The components of the Technetium Tc 99m Disofenin Kit are supplied sterile and non-pyrogenic. Aseptic procedures normally employed in making additions and withdrawals from sterile, non-pyrogenic containers should be used during addition of pertechnetate solution and the withdrawal of doses for patient administration.

**COMMON CLINICAL USES:**
- **Abnormal Hepatic Function Tests:**
  - Elevations in plasma bilirubin, serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase, glutamic pyruvic transaminase, and alkaline phosphatase.
  - Elevations in liver/spleen uptake on nuclear imaging studies.

**QUALITY:**
- **Quality Guaranteed to Meet or Exceed Gamma Camera Manufacturer's Specifications:**
- **Stop by our booth 204,206 in Miami and Let us solve your collimator problems:**

**Collimation Innovators**
- Upgrade old collimators to hexagonal hole performance at a remarkably low cost.
- Faster high resolution collimators for heart studies.
- Share insert collimators between gamma camera manufacturers.
- Repair damaged collimator cores.

**Savings**
- Save 20% or more on new hexagonal hole collimators.
- Save more on hexagonal hole collimator upgrades. Up to 50% less expensive than replacing your present collimator.
- Save 50% on collimator repairs.
- Save money, save space by sharing collimators.
- Save even more on used collimators.

**Quality**
- **Quality Guaranteed to Meet or Exceed Gamma Camera Manufacturer's Specifications!**

**Stop by our booth 204,206 in Miami and Let us solve your collimator problems:**

For a quotation on any of your collimator needs.

**NEN New England Nuclear**

601 Treble Cove Rd., North Billerica, MA 01862

Call Toll-Free: 800-225-1572 / Telex 94-0996

(In Mass. and International: 617-482-0996)

Canada: NEN Canada. 2453 46th Avenue, Lachute, Que. H8T 3C9. Tel: 514-636-4971
Europe: NEN Chemicals GmbH, D-6072 Düsseldorf, W. Germany. Postfach 401/40
Tel. (06103) 803-3 Order Entry (06103) 803315

Cost Effective Diagnostic Imaging Products

(716) 648-5544
MIRD (Medical Internal Radiation Dose) PAMPHLETS AVAILABLE

1 (Revised) A revised schema for calculating the absorbed dose from biologically distributed radionuclides ($5.25).
5 (Revised) Estimates of specific absorbed fractions for photon sources uniformly distributed in various organs of a heterogeneous phantom. ($7.75)
10 Radionuclide decay schemes and nuclear parameters for use in radiation-dose estimation. ($8.00)
11 'S' absorbed dose-per-unit cumulated activity for selected radionuclides and organs. ($11.00)
12 Kinetic models for absorbed dose calculations. ($5.25)

SUPPLEMENTS
3 Includes the original pamphlet #5: "Estimates of absorbed fractions for monoenergetic photon sources uniformly distributed in various organs of a heterogeneous phantom." ($1.50)
4 Includes pamphlet #6: "Radionuclide decay schemes and nuclear parameters for use in radiation-dose estimation, Part 2." ($1.50)
6 Includes pamphlet #9: "Radiation dose to humans from "Se-

SPECIAL OFFER
All available MIRD pamphlets and supplements for only $25.00 plus $4.00 for shipping and handling.

Mail to: Book Order Dept., Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016. Make checks payable to: Society of Nuclear Medicine, Inc. U.S. funds only, please.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pamphlets</th>
<th>Supplements</th>
<th>Special Offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1($5.25)</td>
<td>3($1.50)</td>
<td>$25.00 plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5($7.75)</td>
<td>4($1.50)</td>
<td>$4.00 for shipping and handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10($8.00)</td>
<td>6($3.00)</td>
<td>(Does not include binder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11($11.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12($5.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SHIPPING and HANDLING CHARGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Shipping and Handling Charges</th>
<th>Add $7.50 for Foreign Orders</th>
<th>Total Enclosed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 item......</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 items.....</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 items.....</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9 items...</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send to:
Name __________________________
Address ________________________
Zip ______

All orders must be prepaid or accompanied by a purchase order.

AUDIOVISUALS IN NUCLEAR CARDIOLOGY

- SI-18 Basic Concepts in Cardiac Anatomy and Physiology by Glen Hamilton, M.D.
- SI-19 The Measurement of Ejection Fraction by William Ashburn, M.D.
- SI-20 Intracardiac Shunts and Cardiac Output by William Ashburn, M.D.
- SI-21 Perfusion Studies of the Ischemic Heart by Glen Hamilton, M.D.
- SI-22 Detection of Acute Myocardial Infarction by B. Leonard Holman, M.D.
- SI-23 Instrumentation for Nuclear Cardiology by Trevor Craddock, Ph.D.

Each Audiovisual kit comes with expert narration and carefully selected supporting visual materials. Consisting of 35 mm color slides and standard audio cassette, each kit forms a complete self-teaching package. Suitable for individual or group instruction, these units offer active learner participation to reinforce the most important concepts. Each kit has been prepared by an authority in the field, making expert instruction available to you in your home, office or hospital.

SNM Audiovisuals cost $55.00 each for members of the Society of Nuclear Medicine. $75.00 each for nonmembers. There is a 10% discount if ordering all six nuclear cardiology units are ordered at once. A complete list of SNM Audiovisuals is available on request.

MAIL TO: Audiovisual Department, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave., So, NY, NY 10016.

Please send the following Audiovisual units. (Check units desired.)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI-18</td>
<td>SI-20</td>
<td>SI-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI-19</td>
<td>SI-21</td>
<td>SI-23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$55.00 each for members; $75.00 each for nonmembers.

Total ______ Audiovisual units @_______ each.

☐ Please send the complete list of SNM Audiovisuals.

☐ I plan to use the Audiovisual units on a machine that automatically advances the slides. Send one side only audio tapes.

SEND TO:
NAME __________________________
ADDRESS ________________________
ZIP ______

Deduct 10% if ordering all six units $______
Total enclosed $______

Check or purchase order must accompany all orders. Make checks payable to the Society of Nuclear Medicine, Inc. U.S. funds only, please.
RADX Ventil-Con II
The $^{133}$Xe system that pays for itself

With Ventil-Con II you can re-use stored $^{133}$Xe gas.

The RADX Ventil-Con II is the only completely functional self-contained mobile xenon gas ventilation unit available anywhere. Ventil-Con retains over 90% of the xenon gas within its internal dry spirometer system, ready for continued use in examination after examination. A bacteriological filter and a CO$_2$ absorber within the spirometer breathing system constantly filter the xenon enriched atmosphere the patient breathes. The patient experiences only 0.2" of water resistance. No disconnects or aborted exams because of breathing resistance.

The xenon gas exhausted from the patient at washout is trapped by a charcoal cartridge pack. If more than 2 uCi/liter attempts to escape, (well below NRC maximum permissible concentration), a built-in alarm alerts the operator. An interface system within the breathing apparatus completely controls the xenon gas flow into the charcoal cartridge. Result: many more examinations can be safely conducted with Ventil-Con II than with any other system.

Ventil-Con II automatically admits oxygen as CO$_2$ is removed. Spirometer volume is held constant, patient comfort is assured. And Ventil-Con's movable arm allows exceptional flexibility in patient positioning while minimizing "dead air space". Radiation shielding of $\frac{1}{8}$" to $\frac{1}{4}$" thickness of lead provides positive containment of radioactivity. A volume meter and a xenon concentration meter inform the operator that the system is operating normally. Provisions for use in cerebral blood flow studies are optionally available.

The RADX Ventil-Con II is the unchallenged leader in value and excellence. For more details and pricing information, call or write RADX.

1390 WEST BELT DRIVE • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77043 • 713/468-9628

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 7
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of all radiation workers to keep their radiation exposure as low as reasonably achievable;

WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of all institutions to keep costs as low as reasonably achievable;

WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of Nuclear Medicine Physicians to interpret studies performed with quality controlled radiopharmaceuticals, delivered when they need them;

WHEREAS, it would benefit all the aforementioned parties to utilize a unit dose service that is simple, safe, and efficient;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that Pharmatopes, Inc. will provide all the above services at a fair, just, and equitable price.

For a presentation of our case, please call your local representative.

Pharmatopes, Inc.  
NUCLEAR PHARMACY SERVICES

DETROIT • GRAND RAPIDS • TOLEDO • DAYTON • AKRON • CINCINNATI • COLUMBUS • INDIANAPOLIS • CHICAGO • DYER, IN • VIRGINIA BEACH • RICHMOND • BALTIMORE • WASHINGTON, D.C. • HARTFORD • NEW YORK CITY • SACRAMENTO • SANTA CLARA • OAKLAND • TULSA • MIAMI • NEWARK

WE REST OUR CASE

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 503, 505, 507, 509
NUCLEAR MEDICINE ANNUAL
Leonard M. Freeman, M.D., editor
Heidi S. Weissmann, M.D., associate editor

In the three years since its initial publication, this series has distinguished itself as the foremost work of its kind. Dedicated to helping busy nuclear medicine physicians keep abreast of their rapidly expanding field, Nuclear Medicine Annual publishes ten timely reviews in each volume—submitted no more than six months in advance—authored by leading specialists in the field. Reviews cover only the most important advances in technique and diagnostic applications.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE ANNUAL, 1982
This latest volume presents in-depth coverage of the following areas: status of liver imaging for space-occupying disease; radionuclide bone imaging in benign disorders; radiolabeled platelets and leucocytes: techniques, pitfalls, and current clinical role; combined radionuclide and ultrasound imaging in abdominal disorders; future prospects in radioimmunossay; radioiodine therapy of thyroid disease; past, present, and future roles of cyclotron nuclear medicine; functional imaging of the brain with positron emitters; role of nuclear imaging in the evaluation of metastatic neoplasms.

425 pages / 250 illus. / 50 tables / $49.00 (June 1982)

NUCLEAR MEDICINE ANNUAL, 1981
This volume covers: development of hepatobiliary imaging agents; clinical role of technetium-99m iminodiacetic acid cholescintigraphy; the spleen as a hematological organ; in vitro studies in endocrinology; thyroid imaging: a current status report; radionuclide imaging of the scrotal contents; gamma camera tomography: current clinical status and basic principles of operation; radionuclides in pediatric cardiology; emergency applications of nuclear medicine; radionuclide angiography for the evaluation of peripheral vascular injuries.

357 pages, $39.00 (1981)

NUCLEAR MEDICINE ANNUAL, 1980

"If a book has ever been truly designed to offer the reader a comprehensive 'state-of-the-art' message, this is it..."—Clinical Nuclear Medicine

This volume covers: role of thallium-201 imaging in the diagnosis of myocardial ischemia and infarction; pulmonary nuclear medicine; emission computed tomography: a current status report; the adrenal scan: a current status report on radiotracers, dosimetry, and clinical utility; radionuclide detection of gastrointestinal bleeding: an integrated approach with other diagnostic and therapeutic modalities; Gallium-67 citrate imaging in neoplastic and inflammatory disease; role of radionuclide imaging in benign bone and joint diseases of orthopedic interest; quantitative renal function scanning: a historical and current status report on renal radiopharmaceuticals; role of nuclear medicine in the detection of venous thrombosis; position of nuclear imaging in the age of transmission computed tomography and ultrasound; nuclear medicine utilization: a multi-institutional, multi-state survey.

440 pages, $42.50 (1980)

Of Related Interest . . .
NONINVASIVE TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESSMENT OFATHEROSCLEROSIS IN PERIPHERAL,
CAROTID, AND CORONARY ARTERIES

Thomas R. Budinger, Alan S. Berson, Ivar Ringqvist,
Michael B. Mock, Roger S. Powell,
and John T. Watson, editors

The most authoritative and timely assessment of current non-invasive methods detecting and quantifying athe-
roscerotic lesions. Among the diagnostic tools which are examined for their potentials and limitations are: X-ray, ultrasound, nuclear magnetic resonance, gamma and positron emission tomography, and microwave techniques. Careful attention is given to the validation of these techniques and to their broad applications in clinical practice, clinical testing, and epidemiological research.

235 pages / 61 illus. / 19 tables (July 1982)

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booth 209
ORDER FORM

Please send: ________________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices slightly higher outside the U.S. and Canada.

RAVEN PRESS 1140 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036 U.S.A.

"A useful addition to the . . . literature . . . recommended for all physicians engaged in
the practice of nuclear medicine."—Clinical Nuclear Medicine
WITH THIS

Dosecalibrator
you will always
be up-to-date.

The RADX Assayer I isotope dosecalibrator is the heart of the RADX system. It is the only dosecalibrator with an atmospheric ionization chamber for high activity linearity. It also incorporates an optical scanner for isotope selection — no moving parts, no contacts to corrode. Other standard features include a remote chamber, automatic monitoring of background with subtraction, automatic ranging and much more. Unchallenged for reliability, accuracy and linearity.

The RADX Isotron is the only control unit which qualifies as a nuclear medicine inventory control computer. It keeps track of up to 20 radio pharmaceuticals in different chemical forms — simultaneously and independently, and provides constant inventory information on each radio pharmaceutical. It also performs dose volume calculations in real and totally variable future time. Computer programming skills not required.

The RADX Isocord produces a hard copy print out in triplicate for all of your record keeping needs, by patient name, and selected isotope. Addition of the Isocord completes the most advanced dosecalibration system available from anyone. RADX is the first to offer anything like it at anywhere near its price.

The RADX dosecalibration system meets all radiopharmaceutical inventory control and NRC or State accountability requirements. To get the complete story on staying completely up-to-date, call RADX. 713/468-9628.

RADX
P.O. Box 19164
Houston, Texas 77024

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 7
thrombosis
detection of DVT using $^1$-125 fibrinogen

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES
7051 ETON AVE. • CANOGA PARK, CA. 91303 (213) 883-7043
See us at Booth 107 at Miami Beach
XenoGard™

Xenon-133 Room Air & Trap Monitor*

The ONLY instrument that integrates $^{133}\text{Xe}$ concentrations (MPC • HRS) for a full week, as required by NRC and Agreement States.¹

**Chart recorder option permits continuous hard-copy recording of xenon levels.**

- Audible and visual alarms alert you BEFORE a hazardous xenon concentration is reached.
- Monitors and displays $^{133}\text{Xe}$ concentration exiting from gas trap to indicate when filter needs replacement.

¹The Code of Federal Regulations explicitly limits the permissible $^{133}\text{Xe}$ exposure to 1 MPC for 40 hours per week for 13 weeks. The data is continuously updated and displayed by the "XenoGard."

†10 CFR, Part 20, Sec. 20.103 and Appendix B, Table 1.

**80% OF USERS FOUND XENON IN ROOM AIR**

80% of a sample of XenoGard™ owners reported finding xenon gas releases of which they were previously unaware. Discovery of varying xenon concentrations during “routine” ventilation studies had been virtually impossible to detect prior to using the “XenoGard” Monitor.

**Victoreen Nuclear Associates**

100 Voice Road
Carle Place, N.Y. 11514
(516) 741-6360

See us at the SNM Show In Miami Beach at Booths 502, 504, 506

Demosntrations available.
Send for full details. Ask for Bulletin 2660-B

TM Victoreen Inc. *Patent Pending
PRESENTING THE DOSE CALIBRATOR WITH A GREAT FUTURE!

Now there's another innovation in our CRC-30 radioisotope calibrator. Capintec's FUTURE-DOSE adds a new dimension to calibration technology. It lets you supply precalibrated doses for specific injection times. Let's you plan injection schedules a week in advance or calculate dose requirements for seven radioisotopes scheduled up to six months in advance. Naturally, a printed record is made available for all these calculations. With the addition of this new Capintec technology, you have a complete picture of every phase of dose calibration. What's more, with a CRC-30 calibrator or a CRC-U upgrade you can enjoy the most advanced automated assay capabilities — dose computation, isotope inventory control, radiochemical purity analysis. You'll have complete permanent printed records including 99mTc assay records and injection site records. In addition, you'll be able to meet NRC or state requirements for accountability. Important in keeping your department operating as controls get tighter. Why wait? Now's the time to replace your department's radioisotope dose calibration system (or upgrade your Capintec system) with the best selling, most respected, most capable equipment, from Capintec.

Capintec, Inc.,
136 Summit Avenue,
Montvale, NJ 07645.
Toll Free (800) 631-2557.
In New Jersey (201) 391-3930.
Telex 642375 CAPINTEC MTLE.

The Measure of Excellence. See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Island 19.
Meet the best radiation detective in the business.

Teledyne Isotopes TLD
IT'S RUNNING THE FILM BADGE SERVICE OUT OF TOWN!

Low fade, high beta response
Teledyne TLD fade rate is no more than 1% per month at 32° C. And without the heavy casings of a film badge, TLD has little or no filtration, so the beta response is superior. High sensitivity phosphors measure radiation doses as low as 10 mRem. In comparison, film fades out of the picture.

TLD is tougher
Our Teflon TLD dosimeter is rugged, durable and re-usable, taking all the abuse your employees can dish out. TLD withstands moisture, temperature changes, and even being cycled through a washing machine.

Lowest TLD prices available
Teledyne Isotopes is the only TLD manufacturer offering its own badge service as well. We can deliver lower cost-per-badge prices than anyone else in the business, and our efficient, on-time dose reports can save your company additional time and money in processing data.

TELEDYNE ISOTOPES
50 Van Buren Avenue
Westwood, NJ 07675
201-664-7070 TELEX 134-474

Want to join the Teledyne TLD Detective Squad? Send in the coupon and we'll send you your own TLD Badge... and all the information you need to become a radiation detective.

Name ____________________
Title ____________________
Company ____________________
Address ____________________
City ____________________
State ____________________ Zip ________
STRESS RADIONUCLIDE ANGIOPHYSIOLOGY

STRESS SYSTEM APPLICATION VIDEOTAPE AVAILABLE

See us at the SNM Show in Miami Beach at Booths 502, 504, 506

For more information contact:

VICTOREEN NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES
10101 Woodland Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44101
(216) 795-8200
NU TECH's New "Hex Array" Collimators...

"...a dramatic improvement in nuclear imaging performance."

F. David Rollo, M.D., Ph.D.
1981 Annual S.N.M. Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada

Taking nuclear image collimation out of the past... and into the future.

Despite improvements to scintillation camera detectors and electronics, neglect with respect to optimal collimator design has limited the overall spatial resolution and image contrast performance of a nuclear imaging device.

Featuring reduced distortion over square and triangular hole designs, our "state-of-the art" Hex Array collimator line incorporates the most optimum configuration of hole size/shape and septa thickness to yield clinically significant improvements in sensitivity while maintaining the spatial resolution of the system. Clinical trials have documented increases in patient through-put in conjunction with improved imaging performance, representing a REAL "performance upgrade" to an existing early or late vintage Gamma Camera.

In addition to new collimators offered complete with carts for all Gamma Cameras, NU TECH will upgrade existing collimators by re-coring the original casting/ring with a Hex Array collimator of choice.

"An excellent all purpose collimator. Much faster than standard all purpose collimators — no loss of resolution."

Benjamin Reed, Chief Technologist
Stamford Hospital, Stamford, CT

(concerning the .070" Hex Array).

"Outstanding! Ideal compromise between general purpose collimator and a high resolution collimator. Wish I had two of them."

William L. Ashburn, M.D., Director
Division of Nuclear Medicine
University of California at San Diego

"Our experiences are extensive with gated blood-pool (GBT). The necessary resolution and sensitivity to perform these studies under stress conditions can only be achieved by the Hex Hole design, and we recommend the .100" design for that purpose."

Dennis L. Kirch, M.S.E.E.
Assistant Professor of Radiology
V.A. Hospital, Denver, CO

"For us the Hex Hole collimators have markedly improved the usefulness of our thin Crystal Gamma Camera. Gallium scanning is now clinically useful in approximately the same time as bone imaging."

E. Prokop, M.D.
Associate Professor Nuclear Medicine,
St. Raphael's Hospital, New Haven, CT

There's more you should know about NU TECH's collimators and "upgrade accessories".
For more information write:
NU TECH, P.O. Box 8207, 240 Sargent Drive,
New Haven, Connecticut.
Telephone (203) 787-3985
Leadership images...

Posterior study, 2 hours postinjection, in 65-year-old male shows multiple areas of abnormal uptake. From Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.

OSTEOLITE™
Technetium Tc 99m Medronate Sodium Kit (MDP)

from the leader in nuclear medicine

New England Nuclear
a Du Pont company

Please see following page for brief summary of prescribing information.
OSTEOLITE
Technetium 99m Methylene Sodium X1 (MDP)

FROM THE LEADER IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE

New England Nuclear
A Du Pont company
INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Technetium Tc 99m Medronate may be used as a bone imaging agent to delineate areas of altered osteogenesis.

CONTRAINDICATIONS: None known.

WARNINGS: This class of compound is known to complex cations such as calcium. Particular caution should be used with patients who have, or may be predisposed to, hypocalcemia (e.g., alkalosis).

PRECAUTIONS: Contents of the vial are intended only for use in the preparation of Technetium Tc 99m Medronate and are NOT to be administered directly to the patient. Technetium Tc 99m Medronate as well as any radioactive drugs, must be handled with care and appropriate safety measures should be used to minimize radiation exposure to clinical personnel. Also, care should be taken to minimize radiation exposure to the patients consistent with proper patient management.

To minimize radiation dose to the bladder, the patients should be encouraged to drink fluids and to void immediately before the examination and as often thereafter as possible for the next 4-6 hours.

Technetium Tc 99m Medronate should be formulated within six (6) hours prior to clinical use.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility. No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential or whether Technetium Tc 99m Medronate affects fertility in males or females.

Pregnancy Category C. Animal reproductive studies have not been conducted with Technetium Tc 99m Medronate. It is also not known whether Technetium Tc 99m Medronate can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Technetium Tc 99m should be given to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed.

Ideally, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those elective in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Nursing Mothers. Technetium Tc 99m is excreted in human milk during lactation, therefore, formula feedings should be substituted for breast feeding.

Pediatric Use. Safety and effectiveness in children below the age of 18 have not been established.

Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by training and experience in the safe use and handling of radionuclides and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Although adverse reactions have not been reported that are specifically attributable to the use of Technetium Tc 99m Medronate, allergic dermatological manifestations (erythema) have been infrequently reported with other similar agents.

THYROID UPTAKE SYSTEMS

EXCLUSIVES

1. "STATE OF THE ART" SUPER STABLE SPECTROMETER/SCALER SYSTEM ALLOWS MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC OPERATION.

2. DUAL DETECTOR SELECTION SYSTEM UTILIZING INDIVIDUAL PREAMPLIFIERS ALLOW INSTANT DETECTOR CHANGEOVER FROM PROBE TO WELL WITHOUT RECALIBRATION.

3. UNIQUE UNIVERSAL SWIVEL MOTION ENABLES YOU TO ACHIEVE ANY PATIENT/DETECTOR GEOMETRY AND POSITIONING NOT POSSIBLE WITH OTHER SYSTEMS.

4. PRECISE COUNTER-BALANCE OF THE DETECTOR ARM, ALLOWS FINGER-TIP POSITIONING AND ELIMINATES THE USUAL "EVER-FAIL" LOCKS.

5. DOUBLE CABLE DETECTOR SUPPORT ELIMINATES THE DANGER OF A PATIENT ACCIDENT.

6. TOTAL MOBILITY AND STORAGE IN AN AREA OF LESS THAN 24" X 24" ADD VERSITILITY TO THE SYSTEM.

ADD THAT HALF DOZEN REASONS TO THE MORE THAN 200 SATISFIED USERS OF ADC MEDICAL'S 111S AND 111S2 THYROID UPTAKE SYSTEMS AND YOU KNOW YOU HAVE MADE THE RIGHT CHOICE!

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE US

400 SIXTH STREET, FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735

(516) 732-9888

OVER 200 REASONS THAT YOU ARE RIGHT!!

THYROID UPTAKE SYSTEMS

NEW ENGLAND NUCLEAR

601 Treble Cove Rd., North Billerica, MA 01862
Call Toll-Free: 800-225-1572/Telex: 94-0996
(In Mass. and International: 617-482-9595)

Canada: NEN Canada, 2453 40th Avenue, Lachine, Que. H8T 3C9 Tel. 514-636-4917
Europe: NEN Chemicals GmbH, D-6022 Dreesd, W. Germany, Postbox 40240 Tel. (06033) 85034 Order Entry (06033) 8101

OSTEOLITE

Technetium Tc 99m Medronate Sodium Kit (MDP)

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: The suggested dose range for i.v. administration, after reconstitution with oxidant-free sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m injection, to be employed in the average patient (70kg) is:

Bone imaging: 10-20mCi Technetium Tc 99m Medronate Scanning post-injection is optimal at about 1-4 hours. The patient dose should be measured by a suitable radioactivity calibration system immediately prior to administration. Radiochemical purity should be checked prior to patient administration.

HOW SUPPLIED: NEN’s OSTEOLITE™ Technetium Tc 99m Medronate Kit is supplied as a set of five or thirty vials, sterile and non-pyrogenic. Each nitrogen-flushed vial contains in lyophilized form:

Medronate Disodium—10mg
Stannous Chloride (SnCl2, 2H2O) (minimum)—0.5mg
Stannous Chloride (SnCl2, 2H2O) (maximum)—0.8mg

Prior to hypophosphilization, the pH is adjusted to between 7.0-7.5 with hydrochloric acid and/or sodium hydroxide solution. The contents of the vial are hypophosphilized and stored under nitrogen. Store at room temperature (15°-30°C) before and after reconstitution. Included in each fifty vial kit is one package insert and six radiation labels. Included in each thirty vial kit is one package insert and thirty-six radiation labels.

The components of the Technetium Tc 99m Medronate Kit are supplied sterile and non-pyrogenic. Aseptic procedures normally employed in making additions and withdrawals from sterile, non-pyrogenic containers should be used during addition of pertechnetate solution and the withdrawal of doses for patient administration.

Technetium Tc 99m Medronate is prepared by adding 2-8ml of oxidant-free sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m solution to the vial and swithing for about one minute. Shielding should be utilized when preparing the Technetium Tc 99m Medronate.

Catalog Number NRP-429 (5-Vial Kit)
Catalog Number NRP-420C (30-Vial Kit)

December 1981
TECHNOLOGISTS AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE!

National Technologist Referral Service searches the country for qualified technical personnel for your department. In the past your department has exerted time, energy and money with probably very little success in finding candidates for open positions. NTRS has the solution for expensive advertising, few responses and inadequate candidates.

For $50 dollars per year (payable upon your first request) NTRS will forward you resumes of technologists who wish to be employed in your area. Inform us of the qualifications you are seeking, (experience, salary, shift, etc.), and we will send you resumes of only those technologists who are ideal for your open position.

The fee is only $50 annually and there is no other fee when a technologist is placed. Send us a short note, along with either a $50 check or P.O. number and resumes will be forwarded immediately.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WHAT WE DO BEST

NATIONAL TECHNOLOGIST REFERRAL SERVICE

509 Langley Avenue, West Hempstead, New York 11552
NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN.

Experienced nuclear medicine physician in expanding progressive private in vivo and in vitro Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Program. Applicant should be board certified by ABNM or board eligible in nuclear medicine with preferably two years interprofessional residency training, nuclear medical school association or affiliation possible if desired. Please send resume to: Box 503, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.

Position now available for an experienced nuclear medicine technologist certified by SNM or registered technologist in a private progressive outpatient nuclear medicine laboratory in a large city in a large medical center in the Sun Belt. Knowledge of radiation safety, imaging, computer, and nuclear cardiology in addition to supervisory, administrative, and teaching experience required. Please send resume to: Box 503, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.

Saint John’s Hospital and Health Center, a 551-bed, acute-care hospital is currently seeking an experienced technologist to work in Nuclear Medicine Department. Successful candidate must be a graduate of an AMA-approved program in Nuclear Medicine with an A.R.R.T. or NMTCB minimum one year hospital experience preferred. Excellent salaries and benefits. Saint John’s located in Santa Monica, a beach community in metropolitan Los Angeles. Contact: Dr. John B. Richards, 1328 22nd Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 or (213) 829-8259.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.


NUCLEAR MEDICINE SPECIALIST.

Nuclear Medicine Specialist needed for academic position. Junior or Senior faculty level. Nuclear Medicine is available at all 1, July 1, 2002 at the University of Arkansas for Medical Science. The responsibilities will include, but not be limited to, a progressive nuclear medicine residency program, direction of a clinical nuclear medicine unit, and research. University of Arkansas, desirable (General Imaging Division). Qualifications include ABNM certification, and strong teaching clinical orientation. Apply to Charles M. Boyd, M.D., Imaging Division, Slot 581, Dept. of Radiology, UAMS, 4301 W. Markham, Little Rock, AR 72205.

NUCLEAR PHARMACY FACULTY.

Position. The University of Kansas, an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer, has a tenure-track faculty position available in the School of Pharmacy at the Medical Center. Applicants must possess an advanced degree in the pharmaceutical sciences and the ability to handle radioactive drugs. Responsibilities include undergraduate and graduate teaching, research programs, participating as the Director of Nuclear Pharmacy Services. Interested individuals should submit a letter and resume to: H. Godwin, Ass't Dean of Pharmacy, University of Kansas Medical Center, 39th and Rainbow, Kansas City, KS 66103.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE RESIDENCY.

The Nuclear Medicine Division, Department of Radiology and University Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas (1,200 hospital beds) invites applications for its two-year residency training program. The program is approved by the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education and satisfies the residency requirements of the American Board of Nuclear Medicine. Comprehensive training is provided by a large staff that offers both a broad clinical experience and the unique opportunity of combining basic science instruction. Areas of experience include full range of patient care services (diagnostic and therapeutic), nuclear medicine, interventional procedures, imaging data processing and computer technology, nuclear cardiology, laboratory studies (in vivo and in vitro) and data processing for research. Excellent salary and benefits package. Contact: Director, Nuclear Medicine Division, Department of Radiology, University Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas, 77550. Tel: (713) 765-2926. UTRM is an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGISTS.

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Florida Medical Center: A technologist position is available. Salary is negotiable. Excellent benefits. Contact: Box 503, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.

British Columbia. A few positions are available for technologists in our large, progressive hospital. All positions involve nuclear cardiology procedures, and experience in the area is desirable. Excellent benefits. Contact: Box 503, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.


NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.

Immediate opening for a few positions in a progressive and competitive group. Excellent salary and benefits. Please call 551-560-5602 for further information.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.

Immediate opening. ARRT or NMTB registered. Excellent salary and benefits. Please call 551-560-5602 for further information.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.

Immediate opening. ARRT or NMTB registered. Excellent salary and benefits. Please call 551-560-5602 for further information.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.


NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.


NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST.

POSITIONS WANTED

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN. Board certified Ph.D. M.D., over 60 publications, strong hematology background, clinical, teaching, and research experience present dept. head, seeks challenging position with some research opportunities. Reply: Box 504, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.

INTERNIST COMPLETING NUCLEAR MEDICINE Residency 6/82 (emphasis on Nuclear Cardiology) desires association with imaging group. Training has included 5 months Ultrasound. Contact: Jon Koeller, University Hospital RC-70, Seattle, Washington 98195.

Nuclear Radiology Physician
Large private practice radiology group in Southwest seeks full Associate with Board certification in Diagnostic and Nuclear Radiology to be Nuclear Medicine Section Chief in 1,000-bed, university affiliated, well-equipped hospital with both adult and pediatric practice. Must be willing to do general diagnostic radiology. Excellent practice and benefits.

Please provide curriculum vitae. Reply Box 500, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.


NUCLEAR PHYSICIAN, INTERNIST. ABNM. Assistant Professor. Seeks hospital teaching, or private practice. Part-time internal medicine or emergency medicine acceptable. Available 7/82. Reply: Box 404, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.

FOR SALE

OHIO NUCLEAR ULTIMAT II FOR imaging Nuclear Medicine procedures. 5 x 7 and 8 x 10 capability with dual intensity and multi-format capability including whole body. Good operating condition. $3,000.00 plus shipping. Ohio Nuclear Series 75 data storage-retrieval system. 75-01 Histogram capability-75-02 persistence scope. Excellent working condition. $4,500.00 plus shipping. Brattle physiological gating-system-split-screen option. Strip chart recorder. Good functioning order. $2,500.00 plus shipping. Matrix-1 multi-imager for ultrasound or Nuclear Medicine imaging. 8 x 10 capability. Good operating condition. $2,500.00 plus shipping. Contact: Stephen Bruyn, M.D., at area code (209)222-3357, Fresno, California.

Nuclear Medicine Technologist
Immediate day shift opening for a Nuclear Medicine Technologist to work with professional staff of 500-bed teaching hospital. Will be actively involved with progressive investigative tests in our computerized nuclear medicine department. Must be registered under ARRT nuclear medicine or NMTCB. Experienced candidates preferred.

We offer excellent salary commensurate with experience and comprehensive paid benefits. For further information call: Chuck DiStaulo, Personnel Representative, The Mt. Sinai Medical Center, University Circle, Cleveland, Ohio 44106; (216)421-4559.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

St. Francis Hospital of Wichita, Inc.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNICIANS
In Wichita, you will find a neighborly city of 300,000 that is alive and thriving. A city that combines a well-developed park system and clean, crystal blue skies with an urban diversity that includes 3 universities, major sports attractions, and a symphony orchestra. More than 6 major lakes are within easy drive.

At St. Francis, you will find an 886-bed, acute-care, general teaching hospital with over 90 years of tradition behind our commitment to patient care, education, research, and the community.

We have a full complement of modern imaging equipment, consisting of five gamma camera systems with computer interface and full body imaging capabilities. Several positions are available for registered or registry-eligible Nuclear Medicine Technologists. We offer an excellent salary and benefits package.

Learn more about St. Francis and Wichita. Send your resume or call collect:

Dean Cero
(316)268-5191
EMPLOYMENT CENTER
P.O. Box 1358
Wichita, KS 67201

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

South County Hospital has an immediate opening for a Nuclear Medicine Technologist, registered or registry-eligible, in our modern and progressive 100-bed community hospital.

Duties include radiopharmaceutical preparation and general imaging, with participation in nuclear cardiology. The Nuclear Medicine Laboratory is equipped with a new Siemens ZLC gamma camera with Scintiview system.

Department geared toward continuing education.

South County Hospital overlooks sandy beaches and large marinas on southern shores of Rhode Island across the bay from Newport.

Salary is negotiable with excellent fringe benefits. Please submit resume to:
South County Hospital
Personnel Director
95 Kenyon Avenue
Wakefield, RI 02879
(401)783-3361

MEDICAL PHYSICIST

The University of Minnesota Radiology Department has a faculty opening for a Medical Physicist. Responsibilities include teaching, research, and clinical duties in Nuclear Medicine. Primary clinical duties and research opportunities involve emission computed tomography. Participation in diagnostic radiology research is encouraged.

A Master's degree in medical physics and one year experience is necessary. Promotion rank is contingent upon successful completion of the Doctoral degree. Computer experience is mandatory.

Salary and academic rank will be commensurate with qualifications.

Send curriculum vitae and three letters of reference from persons familiar with your work.

The University of Minnesota is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer.

Contact: Richard L. Morin, Ph.D.
Department of Radiology
University of Minnesota
Box 292 Mayo
Minneapolis, MN 55455

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

A Nuclear Medicine resident position is available beginning July 1, 1982 for a two-year program at San Francisco General Hospital Medical Center.

The program, approved by the ACGME and satisfying the requirements of the American Board of Nuclear Medicine, includes didactic instruction in radiological physics and mathematics, electronics, radiation safety, dosimetry, and nuclear medicine instrumentation.

Practical experience is provided in performance and interpretation of static and dynamic imaging, computer techniques, radioimmunoassay and other in vitro tests, radiopharmacy, and therapy with radionuclides. Residents participate fully in the integration of these modalities into patient care.

Prerequisite: Prior training in an ACGME-approved program in pathology, radiology, internal medicine, or pediatrics.

The University of California is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer.

Requests for further information (include CV) should be directed to:
Myron Pollycove, M.D.
Chief, Nuclear Medicine
San Francisco General Hospital
Medical Center
San Francisco, CA 94110

NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOSTOLOGISTS

Don't Choose One... Choose Three.

Located on Florida's Gold Coast, our hospitals are expanding their Nuclear Medicine Departments.

Day positions for registry or registry eligible technologists, experience in nuclear imaging and R.I.A. preferred. Nuclear cardiology experience a plus.

Excellent salary and benefits including new flexible personal leave program, 100% tuition reimbursement, etc. Send resume to:

District Personnel
NORTH BROWARD HOSPITAL DISTRICT
1625 Southeast Third Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
NUCLEAR MEDICINE REVIEW SYLLABUS
Peter T. Kirchner, MD, Editor

Now Into Its Second Printing!

The rapid growth of clinical nuclear medicine poses a formidable challenge to the physician who wants to maintain a high level of competence in all areas of nuclear medicine. To help the physician meet this challenge, the Society of Nuclear Medicine has prepared the NUCLEAR MEDICINE REVIEW SYLLABUS, a comprehensive review of the major scientific and clinical advances that have occurred since the early 1970s.

The 619-page NUCLEAR MEDICINE REVIEW SYLLABUS offers a detailed overview of 12 major topic areas in nuclear medicine: Radiopharmacology; Instrumentation; Radiation Effects and Radiation Protection; Cardiovascular; Central Nervous System; Endocrinology; Gastroenterology; Genito-Urinary System; Hematology-Oncology; Pulmonary; Radioassay; Skeletal System.

With each chapter there is a clear, timely review of the subject and a substantial bibliography locating additional information. A 32-page index makes all of the volume's data instantly accessible. This highly readable guide to current practice was prepared by more than 50 recognized authorities, with each chapter written by acknowledged experts in the field.

The NUCLEAR MEDICINE REVIEW SYLLABUS will prove valuable to the practicing physician who wants to keep in touch with current clinical practice in all aspects of nuclear medicine. Those seeking certification will find the SYLLABUS extremely useful as a tool for final review.

NOTE: Since we have included some revisions in the second printing, an erratum page is available to purchasers of the first edition. To obtain a copy, please send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the Society of Nuclear Medicine at the address listed below.

Mall to: Book Order Dept., Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016. Make all checks payable to: Society of Nuclear Medicine, Inc. All orders must be prepaid, in U.S. dollars only, or accompanied by a purchase order.

Copies NUCLEAR MEDICINE REVIEW SYLLABUS
@ $30.00 each $ 
Postage and handling @ $2.50 each $ 
Foreign orders add $7.50 $ 
Total $ 

Send to:
NAME ___________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________
_______  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  _______________
ZIP ___________________________
This volume, sponsored by the Computer and Instrumentation Councils, contains 25 papers and is divided into five sections covering important areas of computer software development in nuclear medicine, such as functional mapping and imaging of organ systems and the cardiac system.

Other important aspects of computer development and use—background subtraction, computed tomography, and image display techniques—are also included, making this attractive and comprehensive book indispensable to a wide audience of physicians, medical research scientists, and computer specialists.

Also of related interest are two other titles sponsored by the Computer Council: Nuclear Cardiology: Selected Computer Aspects ($12.50) and Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography and Other Selected Computer Topics ($18.00 member; $27.00 non-member).

ORDER FUNCTIONAL MAPPING NOW!

$19.00 for SNM members; $28.00 for non-members; plus $2.50 postage and handling for each book ordered. Prepayment required. Order from: Book Order Department, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016.
Who was the second man to break the 4-minute mile?

Until Roger Bannister broke the 4-minute mile, very few runners seriously considered the possibility. Yet, less than 2 months after Bannister proved it could be done, the record was broken again.

Who was the second man to break that mark?
Or the second company to provide thallium-201 for routine use?

There's an important difference between being second to break a track record and being second to bring a new product to the medical profession: The second sub-4-minute miler ran just as hard, and as far and as fast as Bannister. The second company to introduce a radiopharmaceutical has a lot easier course to run than the first.

Being first with a new isotope costs a great deal more than being second. Being first means putting money up front for clinical research, facilities and staff—with no guarantee of any return on investment. And, as any princess can testify, one must kiss a lot of frogs to find a single prince!


One can only wonder which—if any—of the companies who are traditionally second, third or fourth with products that NEN pioneered would have been first to commit its resources without a guarantee of success. After the leader does it first, the followers make it look easy.
The Medi-Physics Product “Line”...

Is Now Full Circle.

And Medi-Physics is still growing. We have five production and distribution facilities located near major population centers from coast to coast. Our fourth cyclotron will be producing in early 1982, bringing routine delivery of the Krypton Generator to the Midwest.

Medi-Physics has ongoing basic research in heart metabolism, heart perfusion and brain perfusion. Several exciting new products are on the way. Plus we’ve just expanded our Technical Services Department to provide more assistance to the Nuclear Medicine professional.

For superb products, technical excellence, innovation and commitment, look to the Medi-Physics circle of products.